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We demonstrate a wavelength-locked laser source that rapidly steps through six wavelengths distributed
across a 1572:335nm carbon dioxide (CO2) absorption line to allow precise measurements of atmospheric
CO2 absorption. A distributed-feedback laser diode (DFB-LD) was frequency-locked to the CO2 line cen-
ter by using a frequency modulation technique, limiting its peak-to-peak frequency drift to 0:3MHz at
0:8 s averaging time over 72 hours. Four online DFB-LDs were then offset locked to this laser using
phase-locked loops, retaining virtually the same absolute frequency stability. These online and two offline
DFB-LDs were subsequently amplitude switched and combined. This produced a precise wavelength-
stepped laser pulse train, to be amplified for CO2 measurements. © 2011 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 350.6090, 300.6380, 140.3425, 280.1910.

1. Introduction

Carbon dioxide (CO2) measurements from ice cores
show that atmospheric CO2 concentrations are high-
er now than they have been in the past 420,000 years
[1]. It is becoming increasingly important to under-
stand the nature and processes of the CO2 sources
and sinks, on a global scale, in order to make predic-
tions of future atmospheric composition. Global mea-
surements of the CO2 mixing ratios from the Earth’s
orbit with 1 part per million by volume (ppmv)
precision in the total column, 300km spatial and
monthly temporal resolution are needed to infer re-
gional CO2 terrestrial and oceanic sources and sinks
in the presence of ∼5ppmv seasonal fluctuation
[2–4]. Spaceborne measurements are required for
the global coverage and spatial resolution that are
not feasible with ground-based measurements [5].
The initial space-based CO2 instruments [6,7] are

passive spectrometers that use reflected sunlight
as their light source. However, they have limited glo-
bal coverage because they cannot measure at night or
at low sun angles and can only measure over the
ocean in a glint mode. Their measurements are also
susceptible to biases from atmospheric scattering.
The recent US National Research Council Decadal
Survey for Earth Science [8] has recommended ad-
dressing the unmet needs in a laser-based NASA
space mission called the Active Sensing of CO2 Emis-
sions over Nights, Days, and Seasons (ASCENDS).
The laser-based approach for ASCENDS allows mea-
surements of atmospheric CO2 distributions with
greater wavelength and spatial resolution during the
day, night, and continuously over the ocean, allowing
for global coverage.

A candidate lidar measurement approach for
ASCENDS is currently being developed at NASA
Goddard. It uses a nadir-viewing, integrated path
differential absorption lidar (IPDA-DIAL) technique
to measure the absorption of a single atmospheric
CO2 line in the column to the surface [9,10]. The lidar
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uses a pulsed laser that is stepped in wavelength
across a single selected CO2 line in a 1570nm band.
A direct detection receiver is used to record the time
resolved laser backscatter profile from the atmo-
sphere and surface. Postdetection analysis is used
to isolate the echo pulses from the surface and deter-
mine the shape and optical depth of the atmospheric
CO2 line, from which the CO2 column number den-
sity can be determined. The work summarized here
demonstrates a precision laser seed source needed
for the lidar’s CO2 transmitter.

A CO2 line near 1572:335nm was chosen for
the measurement because of its suitable absorption
strength, small temperature sensitivity, minimum
interference from other species [11], and leverage of
high-reliability 1:5 μm wavelength laser technology.
Because atmospheric CO2 has diurnal vertical trans-
port, ideally the CO2 column measurement needs to
be uniformly sensitive to concentrations in the lower
troposphere. This can be achieved by sampling the
absorption at the sides of the line, where the absorp-
tion is from CO2 molecules, which are pressure broa-
dened in the lower troposphere [12]. The two-way
transmittance of the 1572:335nm CO2 line from a
500km orbit, shown in Fig. 1 (upper right corner),
has a linewidth of ∼3:3GHz FWHM and steep slopes
on the sides, making the measurements sensitive to
laser frequency uncertainties. For this work, we used
six measurement wavelengths, two offline and four
on the sides of the line. However, the technique we
describe is flexible and allows any number of wave-
lengths to be used. Generally, more wavelengths al-
low a higher resolution measurement of line shape.

The error contribution from the laser wavelength
settings needs to be a small fraction of the total error
budget to allow more margins for other error sources.
To ensure 1ppmv precision for CO2 measurements
near 1572nm, an error budget of 0.08% is derived
from an analysis of the sources of systematic errors.
The frequency errors of online lasers need to be <�

0:3MHz to meet this target [13]. The frequency noise
of an unlocked distributed-feedback laser diode
(DFB-LD) is higher at lower frequencies and rolls
off to a fixed low level above 100kHz. The measure-
ment error is averaged out within a pulse duration
(∼1 μs) for fast frequency noise above ∼1MHz,
resulting in a minimum error contribution from
fast frequency noise above 100kHz. The measure-
ment error can be further reduced from pulse-to-
pulse averaging over a measurement averaging
time (up to 10 s for spaceborne measurements). Error
reduction from averaging diminishes for slower fre-
quency drifts with periods longer than the measure-
ment averaging time, therefore the present work
focuses on methods for suppressing slow laser fre-
quency drifts.

The basic design approach for the CO2 sounder
transmitter is illustrated in Fig. 1. The laser seeder
(Fig. 1, left) serves as the master oscillator and
defines spectral and temporal characteristics of
the CO2 transmitter. The seeder is rapidly stepped
and switched among the six measurement wave-
lengths to provide the wavelength-stepped pulse
train that is subsequently amplified by erbium-
doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs). All components
along the optical train were polarization maintaining
(PM) to avoid laser polarization drifts that may cause
undesirable amplitude fluctuations in the measure-
ments. The laser seeder for CO2 falls into the telecom
L-band, allowing us to use technologies developed
by the telecom industry, which provides high perfor-
mance and cost efficiency. We chose DFB-LDs as our
laser oscillators to take advantage of their proven re-
liability. Rather than locking lasers directly to the
side slopes of the absorption line, we employed an off-
set locking technique to tune slave lasers precisely to
desired optical frequencies, up to �7GHz away from
that of a “master” laser. To do this, we have locked a
master DFB-LD to 1572:335nm CO2 absorption line
center (ν0 in Fig. 1) and suppressed the peak-to-peak

Fig. 1. (Color online) Basic design concept for our CO2 sounder transmitter. The laser seeder (left) is rapidly pulsed and switched among
the six measurement laser frequencies to provide the wavelength-stepped pulse train (lower right) that is subsequently amplified by
EDFAs. The amplified pulse-train is used to repeatedly measure at six points across the 1572:335nm CO2 absorption line (upper right).
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optical frequency drift to 0:3MHz, better than the
ASCENDS requirement. We further offset locked
four online DFB-LDs on the sides of the CO2 line (ν2
to ν5 in Fig. 1), suppressing their frequency drifts to
virtually the same submegahertz level of the master
laser. The two offline DFB-LDs (ν1 and ν6) can toler-
ate much larger frequency drifts and thus were left to
free run under stabilized temperatures and currents.
The six DFB-LDs were externally modulated to gen-
erate the pulses and subsequently combined to pro-
duce the measurement pulse train as shown in Fig. 1
(lower right corner). The pulses in this combined out-
put were ∼1 μs wide, separated by ∼133 μs. For space
use, the off interval permits the pulses to completely
clear the bottom 20km of the atmosphere, eliminat-
ing the crosstalk from cloud scattering.

To suppress the crosstalk among the six
wavelengths to < − 32dB, each modulator needs to
have an >40dB on/off extinction ratio (ER). This
requirement was achieved with auto-biased telecom
lithium-niobate (LN) Mach–Zehnder modulators
(MZMs), to take advantage of their high reliability,
compact size, and low power consumption. Based on
these laser frequency locking and pulse modulation
techniques, we have constructed a laser seeder for
the CO2 transmitter.

2. Absolute Frequency Locking

A. Absolute Locking Design Considerations

It is difficult to suppress the slow frequency drift to
submegahertz by locking a laser frequency to an
optical cavity. A molecular or atomic transition is
thus preferred as the wavelength reference. Un-
fortunately, the well-known wavelength references
for 1:5 μm lasers, such as C2H2 [14,15], CO [16],
H13C14N [17], and 87Rb [18], do not have strong
absorption lines near the 1572:335nm CO2 line
selected for the measurement. Consequently, the
1572:335nm CO2 line becomes the reference of
choice for the absolute wavelength locking.

We adopted an external frequency modulation
(FM) technique [19] to lock the master laser fre-
quency to the 1572:335nm CO2 line center. Similar
to the well-known Pound–Drever–Hall technique
[20], this external FM technique uses external phase
modulation and phase-sensitive detection at an RF
frequency to generate a frequency discriminating er-
ror signal. The FM technique effectively rejects noise
(particularly low-frequency noise in the detector and
the laser intensity) lying outside the RF detection
bandwidth and allows frequency noise suppression
in a wider control-loop bandwidth, resulting in better
frequency stability than those obtained by locking di-
rectly to one side of a absorption line (e.g., 5MHz rms
to a similar CO2 line as reported in [21]). A low-fre-
quency counterpart of the RF FM technique, known
as wavelength modulation (WM) technique [22], has
also been widely used. The WM technique modulates
the laser frequency internally at an audio frequency
(AF) by dithering the laser diode injection current. In

general, the WM technique adds undesirable ampli-
tude and FMs to the laser output, suffers from higher
noise at the AF, and results in smaller error signal
slopes.

The predominant noise source with this FM tech-
nique is the time-varying residual amplitude modu-
lation (RAM) arising from multipath interference
(MPI), polarization misalignment, and other sources,
particularly in the phase modulator [23,24]. Conse-
quently, it is crucial to minimize the RAM in the
phase modulator and the gas cell. The same FM tech-
nique had been used to lock lasers, for example, to
12C2H2 lines near 1:53 μm [25] and to CO2 absorption
lines near 2:05 μm [26,27]. In these previous experi-
ments, bulk electro-optic (EO) phase modulators
were commonly selected against wave-guided LN
phase modulators due to the much higher RAM en-
countered in the latter. The telecom LN modulator
technology has since been improved. We have se-
lected compact telecom LN phase modulators for
the present work to avoid the complexity of using
free-space bulk components and high-voltage RF
sources to drive EO modulators in space. The RAM
in the LN phase modulators has been reduced to
<0:04% peak-to-peak, low enough for our submega-
hertz frequency stability requirement.

To enhance the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N),
strong and narrow absorption lines are sought for
steep error signal slopes. Unfortunately, our CO2
reference line (with a line strength Sij ¼ 1:74×
10−23 cm−1=ðmol cm−2Þ) is significantly weaker than,
for example, CO2 absorption lines near 2:05 μm
(Sij ∼ 2 × 10−22 cm−1=ðmol cm−2Þ) and 12C2H2 lines
near 1:53 μm (Sij ∼ 1 × 10−20 cm−1=ðmol cm−2Þ). Con-
sequently, a much longer gas-cell path length is re-
quired for our reference CO2 cell. We employed a
multipass CO2 cell to realize the long path length.
To avoid mechanical instability and design complex-
ity, no optical cavity was used to enhance the effec-
tive path length.

B. Absolute Locking Setup

Our absolute locking system is shown in Fig. 2. The
master laser was a 40mW single-mode (SM)
PM DFB-LD with a narrow linewidth of <2MHz
(FRL15DCWD-A81-19070-B, OFS Fitel, LLC). It
contains a built-in isolator with >35dB isolation to
prevent unwanted feedback. The master laser output
was divided into two outputs using an SM PM fiber
coupler. Ninety percent of the light was used to lock

Fig. 2. (Color online) Absolute frequency locking setup for the
master DFB-LD. DET, PIN detector; LPF, low-pass filter; PM,
phase modulator; PS, phase shifter; SG, signal generator.
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this master laser. The rest is used to offset lock slave
DFB-LDs after being further split through a PM fiber
splitter (discussed later). The 90% laser output was
passed through a fiber-coupled, wave-guided 10GHz
LN phase modulator (PM-150-100-1-1-C2-I2-O2
APE, JDSU Corp.). To further reduce error signal
drift due to the RAM, the case temperature of this
LN phase modulator was stabilized with a thermo-
electric cooler (TEC). The modulated laser beam
was subsequently passed through a CO2 absorption
cell with a path length of 17m and a CO2 pressure
of 40mbar. The phase modulator was driven by a
125MHz sinusoidal voltage at a modulation index
of ∼2:5, generating sidebands that are 125MHz
apart around the optical carrier. The transmitted la-
ser beam was finally detected by a fiber-coupled In-
GaAs PIN photodiode. The detector current was AC-
coupled to and amplified by a low-noise transimpe-
dance amplifier (TIA). A demodulation circuit (i.e.,
mixer, phase shifter, and low pass filter) makes
phase-sensitive detection of the amplified beatnote
at 125MHz, and produces an error signal propor-
tional to the laser frequency deviation from the
CO2 line center. The loop servo feeds two signals back
to the DFB-LD to stabilize its optical frequency: one
slowly adapts the DFB-LD temperature through the
TEC controller; the other rapidly adjusts the injec-
tion current through a resistor network [28] that
adds the feedback on top of the constant bias current.
The servo was controlled by an onboard microproces-
sor, which automatically finds the absorption peak
and triggers switches in the servo circuit. Two iden-
tical absolute locking systems were built and the
beatnote between the two independent lasers was
used to measure the laser frequency noise.

Our CO2 cell was carefully designed to minimize
the MPI. Two spherical mirrors were placed inside
a CO2 chamber, forming a multipass optical delay
line [29] with beam spots well separated on the mir-
rors. The laser beam was coupled in and out of the
chamber through SM fibers hermetically sealed to
the chamber, eliminating optical windows that could
cause MPI. The high reflectivity of the protected, sil-
ver-coated mirrors resulted in a low cell insertion
loss of ∼5dB (gas absorption excluded). The CO2 cell
pressure, modulation frequency and depth, and the
phase shifter delay were optimized to maximize
the slope of the error signal shown in Fig. 3.

C. DFB-LD Frequency Tuning Transfer Function

To facilitate the feedback loop servo design, the DFB-
LD frequency tuning response to the injection cur-
rent was measured (Fig. 4). In this measurement,
a fiber Michelson interferometer (MI) was used as
the frequency discriminator to detect frequency
variations induced by a modulation voltage applied
to the injection current feedback port of the DFB-
LD. The MI was similar to that described in [30],
and was auto-biased at a quadrature point using a
control circuit. The delay time difference in the
two arms of the MI was 3:2ns. The small thermal im-

pedance in the DFB-LD package resulted in a wide-
tuning bandwidth of ∼1MHz. Allowing for a 30°
phase margin for the feedback loop, this laser tuning
response set an upper limit of ∼800kHz on our unity-
gain loop bandwidth.

D. Master Laser Frequency Noise Measurements

Because the error signal does not reflect any fre-
quency drifts caused by mechanisms that shift the
frequency locking point (e.g., RAM and the noise in
the detector), it is essential to measure the frequency
drifts directly from the beatnote between two inde-
pendent lasers (rather than from the error signal).
The 10% output tapped from each laser (external to
the locking loop) was used to produce the beatnote. In
order to shift the beatnote away from zero frequency
for better measurement sensitivity, one laser output
was frequency up-shifted by 35MHz using a fiber-
coupled acousto-optic modulator. This frequency-
shifted laser output was combined with the other
one using a 3dB SM PM fiber coupler, and the com-
bined laser output was detected by a PIN photodiode.
The instantaneous frequency of the beatnote from
the detector was measured by a frequency counter
at rates up to 200Hz. As shown in Fig. 5, the

Fig. 3. (Color online) Error signal measured in the absolute fre-
quency locking setup shown in Fig. 2. The depression at the posi-
tive and negative peaks of the error signal is attributed to the
mixer saturation.

Fig. 4. (Color online) Frequency tuning response of the DFB-LDs
as a function of the injection current modulation frequency.
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frequency drift of a DFB-LD was suppressed to
293kHz peak-to-peak (with a standard deviation of
59kHz) at 0:8 s averaging time observed over 72
hours when locked to the 1572:335nm CO2 line.
By contrast, the frequency drift was 107MHz over
36 hours when the laser was unlocked.

Figure 6 shows measured frequency noise spectra
(square-root of noise power spectral density) of the
DFB-LDs when locked and unlocked. For slow noise
frequencies up to 100Hz, the spectra were derived
from the beatnote measured with the frequency
counter (as described above). The rest of the spectra
were measured with a fiber MI similar to the one
used for laser frequency tuning response measure-
ments. To suppress seismic and acoustic distur-
bances, the MI was mechanically stabilized by
vibration-isolating stages suspended in a vacuum
chamber. As seen in Fig. 6, the frequency noise of
the absolutely locked DFB-LD was suppressed with-
in the 800kHz unity-gain bandwidth, by a factor up
to ∼1000 for low frequency noise sources. The frac-
tional Allan deviation of the two absolutely locked
master DFB-LDs was measured to be <3 × 10−11

for a gating time up to 1000 s, as shown in Fig. 7. This

stability is, for example, 300–2500× better than ob-
tained by using the WM technique to lock lasers to
H2O lines (Sij ∼ 10−22 cm−1=ðmol cm−2Þ) [31].
3. Offset Frequency Locking

A. Offset Locking Setup

In order for the slave DFB-LDs to retain the fre-
quency stability of the master laser, the fluctuation
of the frequency offset must be suppressed to a small
fraction of the frequency noise of the master laser.
Various offset locking techniques have been devel-
oped to lock the frequency difference between two
lasers [31–35]. Our offset locking setup, shown in
Fig. 8, was based on the scheme described in [33],
that appears to be most suitable to our purpose
yet easy to implement with DFB-LDs.

The four online and two offline DFB-LDs were
identical to the master DFB-LD. Referring to Fig. 1,
we have offset locked two online DFB-LDs to ν3 and
ν4 with frequency offsets of �755:2MHz, and two
other online DFB-LDs to ν2 and ν5 with frequency off-
sets of �2:014GHz. The two free-running offline
DFB-LDs ( ν1 and ν6) were placed �15:6GHz away
from the CO2 line center.

The beatnote between each slave laser and the
master is frequency divided and subsequently phase
locked to an RF reference signal. As shown in Fig. 8,
1% of the slave DFB-LD power was tapped off for off-
set locking and the remaining 99% was transmitted
toward its MZM. Using an SM PM fiber splitter, the
10% light tapped from the master laser was further
split into multiple fiber outputs, each with ∼1% of the
master laser power. The 1% slave laser power was

Fig. 5. (Color online) Optical frequency drifts of a DFB-LD
measured from the beatnote between two equivalent and indepen-
dent master lasers. The frequency drifts of each one of the two la-
sers locked to the 1572:335nm CO2 line were obtained by
assuming equal and independent frequency noises from both.
The unlocked frequency drifts were obtained by unlocking one
of the two lasers.

Fig. 6. (Color online) DFB-LD optical frequency noise spectra
measured for: an unlocked laser; a master laser absolutely locked
to a CO2 cell using the setup shown in Fig. 2; and a slave
laser offset locked to the master laser using the setup shown in
Fig. 8.

Fig. 7. (Color online) Allan deviation of the two absolutely locked
master DFB-LDs.

Fig. 8. (Color online) Offset frequency locking setup for the
slave DFB-LDs: ROSA, receiver optical subassembly; LIA, limiting
amplifier; DDS, direct digital synthesizer; PSD, phase sensitive
detector.
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mixed with the 1% master laser power using a 3dB
SM PM fiber coupler. The combined laser output was
detected by a 10GHz telecom receiver optical subas-
sembly (ROSA) that consists of a PIN photodiode fol-
lowed by an integrated TIA (ERM568RLC, JDSU
Corp.). The sinusoidal beatnote detected by the
ROSA was amplified by a limiting amplifier (LIA)
and subsequently frequency divided by a digital fre-
quency divider by a factor of 8 for 755:2MHz offset, or
16 for 2:014GHz offset. A digital phase-sensitive de-
tector (PSD) was used to detect the phase difference
between the divided beatnote and a precision electro-
nic reference signal generated by a direct digital
synthesizer (DDS), and to generate an error signal
proportional to this phase difference. A commercial
IC chip (AD9858, Analog Devices, Inc.) was
used to provide both PSD and DDS functions. The
servo provided feedback signals and frequency stabi-
lized the slave DFB-LD in the same way as described
for the master laser. Externally driven by a 990MHz
reference clock, the DDS output can be fast tuned
with digital commands to produce the reference
signal at desired frequencies, with great accuracy
and flexibility. For the four online lasers, the refer-
ence signal was tuned to 94:4MHz or 125:9MHz
for �755:2MHz or �2:014GHz offsets, respectively.
The frequency divider, PSD, DDS, and servo circuits
were controlled by a microcontroller, providing auto-
tuning and auto-locking functions.

It should be noted that the error signal from the
PSD is proportional to the integral of the laser fre-
quency deviation, rather than to the frequency devia-
tion itself, as is the case in the master laser locking
setup. This was taken into account in the servo de-
sign. The carefully designed servo achieved the
maximum unity-gain bandwidth of ∼800kHz for
the slave laser as well. This bandwidth is sufficient
for our CO2 laser sounder system. The maximum
frequency offset can be increased to �20GHz by re-
placing the PIN-TIA detector, the LIA, and the fre-
quency divider with commercially available 20GHz
components.

B. Slave Laser Frequency Noise Measurements

The frequency difference (beatnote) between the
master and slave lasers was directly measured with
a frequency counter at 200Hz sampling rate (the re-
sult is shown in Fig. 9). When offset locked, the peak-
to-peak fluctuation of the frequency offset was
<1kHz, a negligible fraction of the master laser fre-
quency drift. We further found that most of the fluc-
tuation came from the reference signal generated by
the DDS. The frequency noise spectra of offset locked
DFB-LDs were also measured in the same way as for
the master laser, and were found to be essentially
identical to that of the master laser (see Fig. 3). This
means that a slave laser can be tuned to any wave-
length across the CO2 line with virtually identical
absolute frequency stability as the master laser. Be-
cause the frequency divided beatnote (between the
master and slave lasers) was phase locked to the
RF reference signal, no constant deviation was found
between the two. This means the offset frequency
locking attains absolute accuracy without any DC
bias error.

4. Seeder Pulse-Train Generation

A. Setup for Pulse-Train Generation

As shown in Fig. 10, the six lasers (ν1–ν6) were indi-
vidually amplitude modulated by six MZMs and sub-
sequently combined to produce the measurement
pulse train. The X-cut LN MZMs (MXPE-LN-10-
PD-P-P-FA-FA, Photline Technologies) have an in-
trinsic ER of >40dB and were auto-biased at null
points and pulsed with on/off RF signals. X-cut LN
MZMs were selected to minimize the optical fre-
quency chirping during the on/off modulation [36].
Standard MZM bias controllers typically add ∼3dB
more off-state leakage, and this ER penalty becomes
more severe at the low pulse rate (∼1kHz) for our ap-
plication. This problem was solved with customized
MZM bias controllers (Mini-MBC-1B, YY Labs Inc.).
For each MZM, 1% MZM output was tapped out and
fed to the bias card that biases the MZM automati-
cally. The on/off ER was measured to be virtually the
same as the intrinsic ER, with a negligible auto-bias
ER penalty (<0:6dB) even for slow pulse rates down
to 1kHz. The ER of the MZMs changes by >4dB
when the bias voltage changes polarity. The custom
bias card permits bias polarity selection to pick the
better null point. It would have been simpler to use
the photodiode integrated into the MZM to feed the

Fig. 9. (Color online) Optical frequency difference between a
slave DFB-LD and a maser DFB-LD when the slave was locked
to the master with 2:014GHz frequency offset using a phase-
locked loop shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 10. (Color online) Setup to produce the measurement pulse
train from the six online and offline DFB-LDs. DET, detector. The
fiber combiner was built from cascaded 3dB SMPM fiber couplers.
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bias card. However, this arrangement resulted in an
inferior ER, probably because the built-in detector
sees the maximum light intensity (hence larger shot
noise) when the MZM is biased at a null point.

The six MZMs were driven by one multichannel di-
gital delay pulse generator that generates 1 μs pulses
at 1:25kHz for each MZM. All six laser pulse trains
were combined using an SM PM fiber combiner built
from cascaded 3dB SM PM couplers. A proper time
delay was set in the pulse generator for each MZM to
maintain equal pulse separation of ∼133 μs in the
seeder output. The on/off ER for this combined seeder
pulse train was better than 38dB.

B. Laser Seeder Output Measurements

The optical spectrum of the seeder output was
measured using a scanning plane–plane Fabry–
Perot (FP) interferometer with ∼60GHz free spectral
range. As shown in Fig. 11, frequency offsets relative
to the CO2 line center were indeed �755:2MHz, and
�2:014GHz for the four online DFB-LDs and ∼�
15:6GHz for the two offline DFB-LDs. The spurious
peaks in the spectrum were due to parasitic reso-
nance in the plane–plane FP interferometer.

This combined seeder output was amplified by an
SM PM EDFA preamplifier. Figure 12 shows pulse
train waveforms measured before and after the pre-
amplifier. The preamplifier output will be amplified
by an EDFA power amplifier, and finally by an
erbium–ytterbium planar waveguide power ampli-
fier to boost the pulse energy to ∼3mJ as required
for ASCENDSmeasurements. Because of the narrow
linewidth and long pulse duration of the laser seeder,
the stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) in the sub-
sequent power amplifiers becomes amajor challenge.
The peak power in each power amplifier is limited by
the SBS threshold that is well below thresholds of
other nonlinear effects (e.g., self-phase modulation).
The frequency stability and narrow linewidth of the
laser seeder will thus be well preserved at the trans-
mitter output. Because of the gain saturation in the
power amplifiers, the top-hat pulse shape of our laser
seeder would be distorted at the transmitter output
to have lower power at the trailing edge than the
leading edge. This distortion can be counteracted

by predistortion of the input pulse shape [37]. This
pulse predistortion can be accomplished by using one
more LN MZM placed after the EDFA preamplifier.
The on/off ER of the laser pulses can also be im-
proved by gating the modulator to block the light be-
tween consecutive pulses, particularly the amplified
spontaneous emission (ASE) from the preamplifier.

5. Discussion

A. Noise Sources in Absolute Frequency Locking

In our absolute locking setup, a sufficient laser power
(>2dBm) was detected by the PIN detector so that
the detector shot noise and the TIA noise were neg-
ligible compared to the RAM-induced noise. When
the detected laser power is above −6dBm, the shot
noise becomes larger than the ∼8pA=

p
Hz equiva-

lent input noise of the TIA, and the sum of both be-
comes a negligible fraction of the RAM-induced
noise. RAM was the predominant noise source caus-
ing slow laser frequency drifts. We further noticed
that the master laser locked to the CO2 line center
exhibited a constant frequency offset from the
reference line center, typically a couple of hundred
kilohertz. This offset is attributed to the constant
component of the RAM and imperfect electronic com-
ponents. It should also be noted that the 1572:335nm
atmospheric CO2 line is pressure shifted from the
CO2 cell reference line by −0:25MHz=Torr [38].
The overall offset can be calibrated with an external
reference and corrected by shifting the offset locking
reference frequencies.

B. CO2 Cell Improvements

This laser seeder was constructed with telecom fiber-
optic components, except for the bulky CO2 cell we
built for lab experiments. Much more compact CO2
cells are required for flight missions. As an improve-
ment, we replaced the bulky cell with a compact 18m
Herriott CO2 gas cell (Model 5612, New Focus, Inc.)
and achieved essentially the same absolute locking
performance as described above. The laser beam
was coupled in and out of the Herriott cell through
a coated, wedged optical window in order to minimize
MPI. The output beam was focused directly onto the
PIN detector without fiber coupling, resulting in an
overall cell insertion loss of ∼9dB (gas absorption
excluded). Although the detected laser power was

Fig. 11. (Color online) Optical spectrum of the seeder output
measured by a scanning FP interferometer. The laser seeder
stepped through the six fixed laser frequencies across the
1572:335nm CO2 line centered at 0Hz offset in this plot.

Fig. 12. (Color online) Combined seeder pulse train before and
after being amplified by an EDFA preamplifier.
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reduced by ∼4dB due to this higher cell insertion
loss, there appeared to be no S/N penalty.

It would be more desirable to build all-fiber CO2
cells using hollow-core photonic crystal fibers (HC-
PCFs) for size, weight, stability, and reliability ad-
vantages [39]. However, replacing the free-space CO2
cell with an equivalent HC-PCF CO2 cell in our setup
resulted in much larger laser frequency drifts
(∼6MHz peak-to-peak) than obtained with the free-
space cell. Nevertheless, the spectra in both cases
were comparable for noise frequencies above a few
hertz. The slow frequency drifts persisted even when
back reflections at both ends of the HC-PCF were
suppressed and the temperature of the HC-PCF
was stabilized. Such frequency drifts could not be de-
tected by simply monitoring the error signal as de-
scribed in [40], indicating a slow mechanism that
shifts the error signal directly. The photonic bandgap
HC-PCFs used to build these cells exhibit an oscilla-
tory background in the transmission spectrum due to
the effect of surface modes [41]. It appears that
the large frequency drifts were driven by this time-
varying background that falls on the gas absorption
lines and mimics the gas absorption. This problem
could be avoided by using nonbandgap-based HC-
PCFs, in which the coupling between the hollow-core
modes and the other modes is drastically re-
duced [42,43].

C. Adding More Wavelength Points

Recent results of our CO2 laser sounder experiments
[44,45] may indicate that more wavelength points
(>10) are needed to correct for time-varying fringes
in the lidar’s frequency response. However, combin-
ing more lasers with lossy optical couplers (as shown
in Fig. 10) would add more combining loss and cross-
talk among wavelength channels. Higher combining
loss will result in larger uncertainty in the measure-
ment of the transmitter output pulse energy. The
predominant noise in the pulse energy measurement
is the beatnote between the ASE in EDFAs and the
laser pulses detected by the monitoring PIN photo-
diode [46]. The measurement uncertainty arising
from both the crosstalk and noise in the measure-
ment of the transmitter pulse energy must be kept
to a small fraction of the 0.08% total error budget.
The stringent pulse-energy monitoring requirement
can be met in our design by limiting the fiber combi-
ner insertion loss to <11dB, by using low-noise ED-
FAs, and by narrowing the electrical bandwidth of
the monitoring detector to <10MHz to reduce the
ASE-pulse beating noise. However, our three-stage
fiber combiner (shown in Fig. 10) already has an
∼11dB insertion loss and can combine eight lasers
at most. Although more channels can still be com-
bined by inserting additional EDFAs andmodulators
within the combiner to counteract the additional in-
sertional losses and crosstalks, doing so will signifi-
cantly complicate the laser seeder design.

It would thus be highly desirable to replace
the multiple fixed-wavelength DFB-LDs and their

modulators with one precision fast tunable laser
and one modulator to drastically simplify the laser
seeder architecture and to eliminate the combining
loss and crosstalk. The frequency of this tunable
laser needs to be accurately stepped through multi-
ple points across the CO2 line, as fast as ∼100 μs per
step and as precise as ∼� 0:3MHz. This would sig-
nificantly improve the S/N, reliability, flexibility, and
reduce the power consumption, size, mass, and
cost. More wavelength channels can be added with-
out penalties.

We have recently started our development effort
on the HC-PCF cells and the precision fast tunable
lasers. We are also refining the present seeder sys-
tem for field measurements. Further results will
be reported as future progress is made.

6. Conclusions

A fiber-based pulsed laser seeder system was devel-
oped for measurements of global CO2 mixing ratios
to 1ppmv precision. One master DFB laser diode
has been frequency locked to the 1572:335nm CO2
line center using a FM technique, suppressing its
peak-to-peak frequency drift to 0:3MHz at 0:8 s aver-
aging time over 72 hours. Slave DFB-LDs have been
offset locked up to �7GHz away from the master la-
ser, stabilizing their absolute frequencies to virtually
the same submegahertz precision of the master laser.
Over 40dB ER has been achieved in auto-biased
MZMs to modulate continuous-wave lasers into
pulses. Based on these techniques, the pulsed laser
seeder was built to rapidly switch among six fixed
wavelengths across the CO2 line. The submegahertz
frequency precision for online lasers satisfies the AS-
CENDS requirement.

The authors gratefully acknowledge A. Stummer
at the University of Toronto for sharing technical de-
tails of his laser offset locking system through web-
site postings. They are also indebted to Y. Yin at YY
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and the authors are appreciative of their skillful as-
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